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Abstract
This paper explores the information seeking behaviours of individuals who play Pokemon GO within the Newmarket/Aurora
area. This study utilizes semi-structured interviews and Information Horizon graphical elicitation with 3 avid Pokemon GO
players. The study's findings were that the players of Pokemon GO use a variety of different information resources and
information behaviours in order to find out information about the game. On top of a plethora of different information resources
that players used daily, information is needed as fast as possible during game play, and in some cases information may come
incidentally or through other players while they interact the game. Insights show that gamers create their own spaces to share
game-specific information with each other and also find information incidentally by looking at information resources for
entertainment value, as well as for their informational value.

INTRODUCTION
Video games are multifaceted information objects that
include various information elements such as text, sound,
video, and there is even metadata information associated
with video games (such as title, writer(s), publisher, and so
on) (Lee, Clarke & Rossi, 2016). While video games are
information objects, individuals who play video games
often have their own information needs in order to
successfully play and complete a game. Looking at gamers
as individuals with information needs, this paper will
explore the information seeking behaviours of individuals
who play the mobile game Pokemon GO.
On top of being a Pokemon fan since childhood, I wanted
to explore the information seeking behaviours of people
who play Pokemon GO because through my experience
with the game, there has been very little instruction on how
to play the game, no in-game way to communicate with
other players, and minimal communication between the
game developers and the player base. With this lack of
communication, how do players get their information about
new features of the game? How do players manage to get
together to fight battles and raids as a group?

LITERATURE REVIEW
According to previous research, gamers practice a variety
of different information behaviours. Adams (2009) found
that gamers use four different "modes" of information
seeking (p. 688-92). The first mode is a process of active
information seeking by looking for "an identified source in
order to get answers" (Adams, 2009, p. 688). The second
mode of information seeking is "active scanning" which
involves browsing where information is most likely to be

found, such as an official website or a forum (Adams,
2009, p. 689). The third mode of information seeking
according to Adams (2009) is "non-directed monitoring"
which is where an individual discovers or recognizes
information by chance (p. 689). Finally, the fourth mode
that Adams (2009) notes is "information seeking by proxy",
where individuals identify that someone else is in need of
information and refer them to a source or by giving that
person "unsolicited advice" (p. 689).
Gumulak and Webber (2011) have found that gamers use a
variety of different information behaviours, but gamers do
not recognize they are looking for an information source (p.
248). Gamers will "look around" within the virtual
environment to try to encounter information to solve
problems, which is a type of browsing or searching
(Gumulak and Webber, 2011, p. 249). Gamers will also use
resources from outside and inside the game, identifying ingame spaces for information, as well as using the game's
manual or online sources (Gumulak and Webber, 2011).
Another resource that gamers use to find information is
speaking to other gamers in order to solve their in-game
problems (Gumulak and Webber, 2011). Gamers practice
different information behaviours from "researching,
assembling, and synthesizing information" in order to reach
their in-game goals (Gumulak and Webber, 2011).

RESEARCH METHODS
In order to explore my topic of the information seeking
behaviours of individuals who play Pokemon GO, I have
used a variety of different methods during my research.
Each of the participants were recruited through the
Newmarket/Aurora area Pokemon GO Discord chat.
Discord is a text chat mobile app specifically aimed at

gamers (Discord, n.d.). In order to get users to participate, I
sent out a message directed at everyone on the local discord
chat asking for volunteers. While my interviewees
depended on who had messaged me, having chosen a group
who used one informational resource may have created a
bias, as there may be individuals who do not use the
Discord chat.
The individuals interviewed were between the ages of 2740, who all regularly play Pokemon GO within the
Newmarket/Aurora area. The three interviewees are Ash, a
36 year old male who became interested in the game
through his girlfriend. Misty, a 27 year old female who had
played the original Pokemon games in her youth and
played Pokemon GO due to fond memories of the original
games. Finally, Brock, a 40 year old man who had some
previous experience with Pokemon games and decided to
play Pokemon GO because of a co-worker's
recommendation.
The main research method utilized involved the
information horizon interview, which involved
interviewing participants with a graphical elicitation at the
end of the interview (Sonnenwald, 2005). For the
elicitation, participants drew a map which illustrates the
“information resources, including people, they typically
access when seeking information” regarding Pokemon GO
(Sonnenwald, 2005, p. 191). During the drawing elicitation,
each participant described what they were drawing and the
importance of that resource (Sonnenwald, 2005). Having
participants explain their drawing while they draw or a
“think-aloud protocol” helps to provide a “cognitive
reasoning” while creating the drawing (Sonnenwald,
Wildemuth, & Harmon, 2001). Drawing elicitation is
important for discovering which informational resources
are used and how resources may relate with each other to
satisfy their information needs (Sonnenwald, 2005).
The interviews followed a semi-structured format,
involving 8 previously curated open ended questions
(Appendix 1), with non-curated follow-up questions. This
interview technique was used to keep the interview on
track, while still allowing for myself to “dynamically
respond” and gleam more insight into my interviewee’s
responses (Sonnenwald, Wildemuth, Harmon, 2001). While
speaking to my interviewees, I created field notes, noting
the aspects of the interview that were especially interesting.

FINDINGS
Each of the interviews were analyzed using an inductive
thematic analysis. This method was used to avoid being
restricted by a particular theory going into my interviews. I
was more interested in analyzing the data to find
similarities across interviews, and then seeing if the themes
fit a theory. Some of the main ideas that I found upon the

analysis of my findings are monitoring, information
grounds, and scanning.
Information Monitoring
All of the interviewees found themselves monitoring
websites, such as Youtube and the Reddit forum
/r/TheSilphRoad (which provides statistics and information
that players have found from the game's code), to seek out
specific information or browse for entertainment. While
using these websites, players get information about the
game incidentally, rather than explicitly searching. The
Discord chat is used and was created to get a group
together to fight a raid boss and users would incidentally
find information that other users have posted about the
game. Misty found herself finding information mostly on
the Discord chat and felt that "people are mostly ahead of
me and just post stuff that I didn't know already". Misty
had found herself searching for information much less since
the Discord chat was created because the research had
already been done by another user. Brock also found that
users share information on the chat and certain users even
create infographics for everyone to have easy access to the
information.

Figure 1. Brock's picture shows him looking at Willowdex to
find raids, then going to the chat group to find when the group is
meeting, RSVPing for the raid and Google when all else fails.

Information Grounds
Each of my interviewees found themselves sharing and
learning information at raids. Raids were not only to battle
rare or strong Pokemon, but they were also a space of
socialization and sharing information between users. For
my interviewees, they come to raids and gain other users'
insights and knowledge while at the raid, whether the
information is about what movesets might be good against
the raid boss or even the tips and tricks that other users may
have found. Misty shared that she was taught an alternative
way of throwing a Pokeball while at a raid: "I was at a raid
and someone was like 'don't throw it like that, if you do a
curve ball you have a higher capture chance' ... then they

showed me how to do it and that's how I throw now,
always."
Information Scanning
Part of playing Pokemon GO is participating in raid battles,
with raids leveled from 1-5. This level is based on the
difficulty of the raid boss in battle, how rare the Pokemon
is to find, and how many people are needed to defeat the
raid boss. In order to find these raid battles, my
interviewees will consult the local raid Discord chat, in the
#events channel. This chat channel provides information to
users regarding the time the group will meet for the raid,
which Pokemon is the raid boss, and the location of the raid
- using that information users will RSVP to the raid, letting
the other users know how many people are coming to a
raid. The Discord chat uses information gained from
Willowdex (a unofficial website that uses botted accounts
to locate Pokemon and raids) and relays that information to
the chat in an organized manner. Brock, who is an admin
on the Discord chat talked about curating scanability within
the Discord chat, where he specifically created guidelines
for "event planners" following the above structure in order
to ensure the information is easily scanned by chat users.

Figure 2. Misty's illustration shows the process of
attending a raid, from the Discord chat, to looking up
information, to chatting at the raid, and renaming the
Pokemon for IV/moveset.
Misty tried to make information scanable within her own
game play, as she changed the names of her Pokemon to
reflect a Pokemon's Inner Value (IV) percentage and the
moveset. A Pokemon's IV is a reflection of their strength,
as Ash mentioned in his interview, IVs "go from 0-100%
and one that has 0% is obviously going to have lower stats:
hit points, health, and defense". Since a Pokemon's IV is so
important, Misty re-names her Pokemon to reflect their IV
and moveset. Misty explains that she will add the initials of
the moveset and the IV percentage to the Pokemon's name,
where if the Pokemon has "bite and stone edge and if it's IV

is 93%, it's name will be 93 B/SE" in order to quickly scan
her Pokemon and decide which Pokemon she will add to
her battle roster, as there is a time limit to decide before the
battle begins.

DISCUSSION
My findings found that individuals need to quicky scan
information resources, like the Discord chat, which is
similar to Adams (2009) findings involving the seeking
mode of "information scanning" where individuals went to
familiar information sources to simply browse (Adams,
2009). Information scanning is far more nuanced and
complicated for players of Pokemon GO, where they do go
to a familiar resource to find information, but for these
gamers, the information needs to be gained as quickly as
possible to deal with "real" world time constraints
involving getting a group to the location to fight the raid,
picking their roster of Pokemon for battle, and actually
fighting the battle (all within 45 minutes). Since the
information needs to be found so quickly, individuals
curate the necessary information in ways to make the
information easily scanned by themselves and others.
Information needs to be in a particular place and organized
in a certain way so that information can be understood in
seconds. For some users on the Discord chat, this means
creating infographics to share with the group. For Misty,
information scanning was done through her Pokemon
having IV and moveset visible in their name. For Brock,
information scanning was sharing the information about a
raid in a particular order and making that a standard for all
"event planners" in the Discord chat.
Hektor's (2003) model of information monitoring was a
prevalent theme within my interviews. Monitoring is where
individuals intentionally go "to a familiar source that is
regularly updated", but "the information gathered is
incidental" (p. 128). Each interviewee mentioned that they
use Reddit, Youtube and even the Discord chat as a regular
source for information regarding Pokemon GO. However,
they also used these resources for their own entertainment
purposes and have implicitly found new information on
these resources. Any information gained would just be a
bonus, rather than explicitly sought after in those instances.
The most unexpected finding is that raids are example of an
information ground. According to Fisher (2005),
information grounds are temporal spaces that have a noninformational purposes, but where information flows in an
often informal manner, where information needs appear
through casual conversations or interactions (p. 185-6).
Many of my interviewees mentioned conversations with
other players while at or on their way to raids, where they
share information with other players, and even finding out
about more raids to attend while they are there. This means
that not only are raids a collaborative effort between

players, but information sharing is also a collaborative
effort, where everyone tries to help their fellow player - and
information sharing moves as the group moves from raid to
raid.
In terms of further research, it would be interesting to
further explore the ways in which players (such as
individuals on group chats) curate information to enable
information scanning. What resources are used to organize
and curate the information? How much does embodiment
and experience come into play when curating information
to be scanned within the context of gaming?

METHODOLOGICAL REFLECTIONS
Through my experience using the information horizon
interview process, I found using semi-structured interview
questions helped to relax any anxiety that I may have had,
as I was more prepared simply by having a few guiding
questions. Being able to ask non-curated follow up
questions and sway from the structure of the interview
itself allowed me to gain a rapport with my interviewees, as
they seemed to be more relaxed when I was not reading
from my list of curated questions and I was able to place
myself better as someone who actually plays the game.
Upon gaining some rapport with my interviewees, they
seemed to open up and give more detailed answers to any
questions I had, including the pre-curated questions.
For the information horizon drawing elicitation, most of my
interviewees seemed to be rather confused regarding how
to draw a map regarding the informational resources they
used. Perhaps their confusion was a result of the question I
asked to elicit the drawing, but every single one of my
interviewees did not seem to actually want to create a
drawing. In the future, using a method such as participantobservation or getting individuals to draw certain
experiences may be valuable.

CONCLUSION
While each of my interviewees did show behaviour
involving monitoring, scanning, and using raids as
information grounds, the main sources used to actively
search for information are Willowdex, The Reddit forum
/r/TheSilphRoad, IV calculator apps, Youtube, and if all
else fails Google is their last resort for information about
the game.
Each of my interviewees stressed the importance of quickly
gaining information regarding raids. They needed the time,
location and the particular raid boss, and how many people
are attending the raid as soon as possible, so the
information regarding raids was organized to be quickly
scanned. Information about Pokemon IV and moveset also
needed to be easily scanned and users would alter the
Pokemon's name in order to scan for information faster, as

there is a time limit to complete the raid. Individuals within
the local chat group curated the information to be scanned
as quickly as possible.
Finally, raids are a place where players come together, not
only to do battles, but also as an information resource for
players. Conversations with other players is more than just
idle chit-chat, as players will come to raids and share tips
and tricks with other players, news about the game, their
thoughts and feeling about the game, and even share
information to strategize.
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APPENDIX 1

the other. It is about scanability. It's important we have those rules.
I knew that from the outset. In terms of event planning, you learn
as you go. When a new planner were to come on board we try to
give them all our knowledge, how you should do it, at what time,
you have to give it enough space, some time between events so
people can actually go between one raid to another without too
much. Of course safety is an issue because a lot of us drive. So if
we put the times too close together, people first are going to be late
or they are going to be late anyway, and you will cause chaos. It's
a learning process, but generally we try to put between raids about
30 minutes time. Buffer time. Unless we know from the map, the
two gyms are very close, we could possibly give 20 minutes or 15
minutes minimum, but no less than 15 minutes - unless the gyms
are right next to each other, it happens, where you can hop across
and you are there. But normally, we try to set it to 30 minutes just
so people can have time to drive from one spot to another.

Interview questions used during the study:
- What got you to start playing Pokemon GO?
- Take me through the process of how you learned to play
the game?
- What kind of resources do you use to learn about new
features in the game?
- What kind of resources do you use when playing
Pokemon GO?
- How do you strategize and plan for gym battles and/or
raids?
- For battles, how did you learn which Pokemon are good
against another in battle?
- Take me through the process of planning to participate
(and actually participating in) raids against a Pokemon you
haven't fought against before?
- Can you draw me a picture of what resources you use
while you are playing or preparing to play Pokemon GO?

APPENDIX 2
Sample quotes from the interviews.
Me: What's involved in planning to attend a raid?
Ash: Well she [Ash's girlfriend] usually goes on the Discord raid
chat, they say the gym name, location and street and we usually
drive there, wait for the people to show up at the designated time
and do the raid battle and while we're there, they will usually say
'hey, there's another one going on here' and we usually try to just
follow the group around, meet them at the next location and do a
raid battle.

Me: How do you figure out what time to schedule a raid?
Brock: In terms of the events, we have to have certain guidelines
or else the event planner would have issues. Do you start with the
name, or do you start with the time, or do you start with the
location? Those are the 3 pieces of information, I mean, on the
onset, we decided, you have to have the time, then who you are
trying to raid, and then the locations. That's important because
imagine if when you read it, scanning for information would be
hard. Especially if you are trying to raid multiple raids one after

Me: How do you strategize and plan for gym battles and raids?
Misty: If I don't know much about the raid boss, I will look up best
opponents for that raid boss because every Pokemon has a different
vulnerability and I have so many high level Pokemon that I will
just make sure to pick ones that are stronger and a weakness to that.
Me: So you'll just Google it?
Misty: Yeah or I'll just ask whoever is at the raid, if there's people,
because usually we're in a group, right. So I'd be like 'guys, who's
good against this guy, who's good against Tyranitar, who's good
against whatever' and they'll just tell me. That's who I'll put in.

APPENDIX 3
Figure 1. Brock's drawing.

Figure 2. Misty's drawing.

